
A True God 811 

Chapter 811 - Yanyan Where Is The Prize You Promised 

As for the Shen Clan, the fleeing Shen Clan members were immediately chased down by people from the 

Kunlun Holy Land, Zhang Shiyun offered quite a tantalizing reward for those who were able to catch the 

fleeing Shen Clan members. 

With the competition held by Zhang Shiyun, countless cultivators from all over the Kunlun Holy Land 

were competing to catch the Shen Clan members who were hiding. 

Shen Clan members who are arrested will be immediately executed for the crimes they have committed. 

The Shen Clan, which had originally become a great and respected Clan in the royal capital, immediately 

turned into the most hated and sought-after Clan in this Kunlun Holy Land. 

Ye Chen returned to the Wu Clan manor to look for Zhao Yanyan, he immediately went to find Zhao 

Yanyanto give Divine Awakening Pill. 

Ye Chen very quickly found Zhao Yanyan, it just so happened that in this room Yu Rou and Zhao Yanyan 

were treating Wu Ping who was injured. 

Ye Chen see Zhao Yanyan now this might not can disturbed, because Zhao Yanyan this time could not be 

bothered, Ye Chen decided to find another time is right to give Divine awakening pill to Zhao Yanyan. 

Since there wasn’t anything Ye Chen could do in this place, Ye Chen decided to go and help solve the 

mess that was still left in the royal capital. 
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Time quickly passed, it had been 2 days since Zhang Shiyun took the position of Queen that She had. 

Thanks to everyone’s help, the royal capital recovered very quickly, everyone was doing very normal 

activities, and the royal family’s services had started to run as usual. 

Zhang Shiyun had just overhauled the existing ranks of officials in the royal family with a new one, this 

was one of the golden opportunities for Zhang Shiyun to find new people who were suitable to fill 

important positions in the royal family. 

It was time for Zhang Shiyun to replace the old generation with the new one, Zhang Shiyun chose a lot of 

new talented people to occupy several important positions. 

Even though there were countless new people Zhang Shiyun appointed to fill the vacancies, there were 

still old people Zhang Shiyun kept. 



The reason for that was because Zhang Shiyun thought that the younger generation was still not suitable 

to fill an important position requiring an extremely high cultivation base, which was why Zhang Shiyun 

was still given the opportunity to the old people who had previously rebelled. 

With the slave seal given by Zhang Shiyu, these people shouldn’t be able to do something bad, if they 

planned something bad, Zhang Shiyun could find out right away through the slave seal he gave. 

So for now Zhang Shiyun can feel relieved by the people who previously intended to betray her. 
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While Zhang Shiyun was currently managing her government, Ye Chen was currently spending the time 

he had together with Xue Suyin. 

This Vixen did not return to the Spring Palace, Xue Suyin continued to stay by the side together with Ye 

Chen. 

Xue Suyin is currently giving her lap to where Ye Chen is sleeping, Xue Suyin’s lap is very comfortable, Ye 

Chen feels an extraordinary feeling from Xue Suyin’s soft thighs. 

Xue Suyin always spoiled Ye Chen wherever the two of them were, Ye Chen was quite happy to have a 

beautiful sister with a big double peak who wanted to spoil her, the feeling of being spoiled by women is 

indeed the best thing in this world. 

Xue Suyin was quite happy when she spoiled Ye Chen, she felt a sweet feeling in her heart when she saw 

Ye Chen happy with her. 

"Husband, are you here?" Zhao Yanyan suddenly walked into the room where Ye Chen and Xue Suyin 

were. 

Hearing Zhao Yanyan’s voice, Ye Chen deftly got up from Xue Suyin’s soft lap. 

"Yanyan, what’s wrong?" Ye Chen asked what Zhao Yanyan needed to come to his room. 

"Nothing, I just want to see you." Zhao Yanyan told the reason he went to see Ye Chen. 

It had been two days that Zhao Yanyan had not seen Ye Chen, she was too busy together with Yu Rou to 

treat Wu Ping’s wounds. 

Zhao Yanyan wanted to see Ye Chen’s condition, when She saw Ye Chen’s condition, Zhao Yanyan found 

that Ye Chen was seen being spoiled by a beautiful and sexy woman like Xue Suyin. 

Zhao Yanyan looked at Xue Suyin from top to bottom, this was the first time Zhao Yanyan had seen Xue 

Suyin from this close. 

Zhao Yanyan looked at the double peak that Xue Suyin had, Xue Suyin’s size was quite large, Zhao 

Yanyan had to admit that this woman had enormous capital. 



Zhao Yanyan looked at hers which was still E Cup, Zhao Yanyan was a little jealous, Women are like this, 

they all like to compare the size of their double peak. 

Zhao Yanyan started to wonder if Xue Suyin didn’t feel heavy when she lifted two double peaks of that 

size :). 

"So you are Yanyan, nice to meet you, my name is Xue Suyin." Xue Suyin was the first to take the 

initiative to greet Zhao Yanyan. 

Xue Suyin had already heard about Zhao Yanyan’s identity from Nanhua Caiyi , this pure beauty in front 

of her was Ye Chen’s most precious first woman. 

In front of Zhao Yanyan, Xue Suyin had to try to look good so that she could continue to be with Ye Chen 

in the future. 

"My name is Zhao Yanyan, Big sister Suyin is happy to meet you" Zhao Yanyan greeted Xue Suyin, she 

smiled softly when talking to Xue Suyin. 

Both of them smiled at each other, it was seen that both of them were looking and trying to find out 

about the details of each party. 

"Yanyan, come here you have a gift for you" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to come to his side, Ye Chen had 

a present for Zhao Yanyan. 

"Husband, what gift is that?" Zhao Yanyan wanted to know what gift Ye Chen would give. 

"You will find out later, come here quickly." Ye Chen did not immediately tell Zhao Yanyan what gift to 

give. 

Ye Chen was acting very mysterious, Zhao Yanyan was curious about the gift Ye Chen would give, she 

wanted to know what Ye Chen would give her. 

Zhao Yanyan walked closer to Ye Chen, when Zhao Yanyan was very close to Ye Chen, Ye Chen 

immediately pulled Zhao Yanyan into his arms. 

Zhao Yanyan was quite surprised by what Ye Chen was doing. 

"Husband, what are you doing?" Zhao Yanyan asked what Ye Chen did to him. 

"Yanyan, where’s the gift that you promised me, didn’t you ever promise to give a prize when I got 

Queen?" Ye Chen collected the promise Zhao Yanyan had previously given him. 

Ye Chen now has Zhang Shiyun as the woman, now is the time for Ye Chen to collect the promise that 

Zhao Yanyan previously promised. 

Zhao Yanyan’s face turned red when she heard Ye Chen collect the promise she used to say. 

Zhao Yanyan had indeed promised to give that if Ye Chen had succeeded in getting Queen, not 

unexpectedly that Ye Chen would get Zhang Shiyun so quickly. 

"Husband, how about we talk about the matter another time." Zhao Yanyan wanted to talk about the 

matter another time. 



"But I want it right now" Ye Chen wanted to tease Zhao Yanyan even longer, 2 days without seeing Zhao 

Yanyan made Ye Chen feel like teasing this girl even longer. 

Chapter 812 - Ye Xiu Disappeared 

"But.. .,but.. . "Zhao Yanyan looks like it’s hard to answer Ye Chen, there’s no way Zhao Yanyan could 

give that in broad daylight like this. 

In addition, the people from the Wu Clan were currently in the manor, if they did something like that 

now, there would definitely be a lot of people who heard what they were doing. 

This could be a hot topic among the other Wu Clan members. 

"Yanyan, are you lying to me?" With a sad expression, Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen looked very disappointed when he saw Zhao Yanyan not keep the promise she had previously 

made. 

"Husband, I didn’t mean it like that, it’s just that it’s not right now." Zhao Yanyan frantically tried to 

explain to Ye Chen, she didn’t want Ye Chen to be disappointed because he didn’t keep the promise she 

had previously said. 

"Then when are you going to give me?" Ye Chen asked when Zhao Yanyan would give himself the Prize 

that Zhaohad promised Yanyan at that time. 

"Maybe after I defeated the Gates of Eternity Sect" Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen when she would give Ye 

Chen a Prize. 

"Very good, you promised, you can’t break the promise you made" Ye Chen was glad Zhao Yanyan 

promised himself, this way Ye Chen became even more eager to help Zhao Yanyan destroy the Gates of 

Eternity Sect. 

"Giggle.. . " Next to Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan, Xue Suyin was currently giggling, she felt funny when she 

saw the direction of the conversation that Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan were having. 

Ye Chen looks very funny when asking Zhao Yanyan, for something Ye Chen is very much like a child 

asking for candy to the person he cares about the most. 

Zhao Yanyan was relieved when she saw Ye Chen let go of herself, for the time being Zhao Yanyan could 

rest easy because Ye Chen wouldn’t ask herself for the Prize. 

"Yanyan, I have something for you." Ye Chen started to take the Divine awakening pill from the fairy 

gate storage room. 

"Husband ,What is this?" Seeing Ye Chen take out a pill that was quite unfamiliar, Zhao Yanyan 

immediately asked about the pill that Ye Chen had brought out. 

"This is the Divine awakening pill, this is a pill that can allow you to reach the Divine Realm with just one 

step." Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan the pill in his hand. 

" What ! ! ! " Zhao Yanyan and Xue Suyin both shouted when they heard what Ye Chen just said, they 

both didn’t expect that Ye Chen had such a great pill like this. 



"Husband, is what you said true?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye again Chen , she still couldn’t believe what she 

just heard from Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan current desperately needed a lot of strength to take revenge on the Gates of Eternity Sect, 

if what Ye Chen just said was true. 

Then the Pill in Ye Chen’s hand can help Zhao Yanyan break through to the Divine Realm realm. 

"Husband, you really have such great pills?" Xue Suyin was the same as Zhao Yanyan, she didn’t believe 

that Ye Chen would have such a great pill. 

"What I said just now is the truth, this pill can make people who eat it directly break through to the 

Divine Realm, plus there is no side effect when consuming this pill." Ye Chen confirmed what he had 

previously said. 

Ye Chen wouldn’t lie about the effect the Divine Awakening Pill had on his palms. 

This was the greatest work Ye Chen had ever created, this pill was the greatest pill Ye Chen had ever 

made until now. 

Zhao Yanyan stretched out her hand towards the pill in Ye Chen’s hand, she started to take the pill in Ye 

Chen’s hand. 

Zhao Yanyan began to observe this pill carefully, with the Divine Awakening Pill in her hand right now, 

Zhao Yanyan could gain an extremely powerful force. 

Zhao Yanyan looked at Ye Chen with a very gentle gaze, the gaze made by Zhao Yanyan made Ye Chen 

feel uncomfortable. 

" husband ,Thank you so much ." Zhao Yanyan hugged Ye Chen’s body , she was very grateful to Ye 

Chen, who had given herself something as precious as the Divine Awakening Pill. 

Ye Chen really understood what Zhao Yanyan needed right now, this made Zhao Yanyan very touched by 

what doing Ye Chen was for her. 

Zhao Yanyan was grateful to find a man like Ye Chen who could understand her, meeting Ye Chen was 

probably the luckiest thing Zhao Yanyan ever has experienced. 

"You’re welcome, I will definitely always support my little wife." Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan that he 

would always help Zhao Yanyan achieve her goal of destroying the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

"Divine awakening when you use the pill, you can go to the gates of a fairy, in a fairy gate Yuechan shall 

lead" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to use the Divine Awakening Pill inside the fairy gate. 

Inside the fairy gate there would be nothing that could disturb Zhao Yanyan, plus there was Chu 

Yuechan who was ready to guide Zhao Yanyan how to use the Divine awakening pill. 

"Yes, I understand." Zhao Yanyan nodded at Ye Chen, she would do what Ye Chen said just now. 

"Oh yeah, wife where did you send little Xiu to, why didn’t I never see her?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan 

about Ye Xiu’s whereabouts. 



Ye Chen just remembered that he hadn’t seen Ye Xiu in the past few days, so Ye Chen decided to ask 

Zhao Yanyan where Ye Xiu was. 

"Husband, didn’t sister Xiu come with you to the Spring Palace, I didn’t see Sister Xiu for more than 10 

days, so I thought sister Xiu was with you." Zhao Yanyan hadn’t seen Ye Xiu for a long time, Zhao Yanyan 

thought Ye Xiu was together with Ye Chen to the Spring Palace. 

"I did not invite little Xiu go with me, I went to Spring Palace only three of them together with Caiyi and 

Shiyun" Ye Chen said that he didn’t take Ye Xiu to the Spring Palace. 

"Then where did Sister Xiu go?" Zhao Yanyan was increasingly clueless about where Ye Xiu had 

disappeared. 

"Looks like she went to run away, I’ll look for her." Ye Chen decided to go find Ye Xiu, Ye Xiu really did go 

when the Wu Clan situation was chaotic, Ye Chen had to give the beautiful Milf woman a proper lesson 

for leaving when things were chaotic . 

Ye Chen lifted Zhao Yanyan who was on his lap, himself putting Zhao Yanyan by his side. 

Ye Chen got up from the bed, himself came out of the room and intended to find Ye Xiu’s whereabouts. 

"Husband, please don’t be rude to Sister Xiu" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen not to be rude to Ye Xiu, Ye 

Xiu must have a reason to leave suddenly like this. 

Too bad Ye Chen didn’t listen to what Zhao Yanyan said, Ye Chen had already left this room to look for 

Ye Xiu’s whereabouts. 

Zhao Yanyan could only sigh when she saw Ye Chen, who had gone to find the whereabouts of Ye Xiu, 

who had been missing for several days. 

Chapter 813 - Village In A Misty Forest 

"Yanyan, you don’t need to worry too much about husband, husband will definitely not do something 

bad to the woman you talked about earlier." Xue Suyin told Zhao Yanyan not to worry about Ye Chen. 

"Sister Suyin, why are you so sure that husband won’t do bad things to Sister Xiu?" Zhao Yanyan asked 

why Xue Suyin really believed in Ye Chen wouldn’t do anything bad to Ye Xiu. 

"It’s because I’ve been with my husband for a while, I really believe that Ye Chen won’t do bad things to 

women. Husband are men who are kind to women, so there’s no way a husband will hurt a woman who 

has a relationship with him." Suyin answered Zhao Yanyan’s question very easily. 

"Sister Suyin, what you said earlier is absolutely true, husbands probably won’t do bad things to sister 

Xiu." Zhao Yanyan nodded lightly at Xue Suyin, she also thought the same thing as Xue Suyin. 

Zhao Yanyan and Xue Suyin had gotten along with Ye Chen, the two of them must have known what Ye 

Chen was like when facing a woman. 

Zhao Yanyan and Xue Suyin giggled when they thought the same thing, it seemed that Zhao Yanyan and 

Xue Suyin were a good match for each other. 



Zhao Yanyan is indeed worthy of being Ye Chen’s first woman, she can easily match all of Ye Chen’s 

women. 

"Sister Suyin, let’s go to the fairy gate, there is a pretty good bath we can use." Zhao Yanyan invited Xue 

Suyin to go to the bath inside the fairy gate. 

"Really, then let’s go there" Xue Suyin wanted to know the bath that Zhao Yanyan was talking about, as 

well as Xue Suyin wanted to wash her body to keep it looking nice and beautiful in front of Ye Chen. 

Women are creatures who like cleanliness, they will not let their bodies get dirty, especially when in 

front of people they like. 

"Then let’s go" Zhao Yanyan immediately grabbed Xue Suyin’s hand, the two of them went straight into 

the fairy gate to try the bath inside the fairy gate. 

There, the two of them might become even more close when they bathe together. 

It’s a shame that Ye Chen was not here, if Ye Chen was in this place and heard what Zhao Yanyan and 

Xue Suyin had just said. 

Ye Chen would definitely happily join these two women, it was quite rare for Ye Chen to be able to enjoy 

two beautiful women taking a bath like Zhao Yanyan and Xue Suyin. 

It’s a shame that Ye Chen has currently gone looking for Ye Xiu’s whereabouts. 

"Hemm.. Where do you think Little Xiu is now?" Ye Chen started to wonder where Ye Xiu was right now. 

"Hey Ye Chen, what are you thinking about" When Ye Chen was thinking about Ye Xiu’s whereabouts, 

Xing Mei suddenly came and went to hug Ye Chen. 

This bad girl hugged Ye Chen all of a sudden, the reason was quite simple, Xing Mei did this because she 

wanted to use Ye Chen’s ancient(Yang) body to get stronger. 

Xing Mei continued to stay by Ye Chen’s side for some reason, from the start Xing Mei wanted to use Ye 

Chen’s ancient (Yang) body to get stronger. 

"Bad girl, hurry up and let me go" Seeing Xing Mei hugging her like this, Ye Chen tried to get away from 

Xing Mei. 

Too bad that Xing Mei was too strong, Ye Chen was unable to escape from Xing Mei’s embrace. 

"I don’t want to" Xing Mei refused Ye Chen’s order, sticking out her tongue mischievously, this told Ye 

Chen that she didn’t want to let Ye Chen go. 

Ye Chen looked so helpless, why did Ye Chen have to meet a woman like Xing Mei. 

"Forget it, I’ll focus on looking for little Xiu." Ye Chen couldn’t do much to Xing Mei, all Ye Chen could do 

was let Xing Mei do whatever she wanted. 

Ye Chen began to focus on finding Ye Xiu’s whereabouts, Ye Chen used the contract he had to find Ye 

Xiu’s whereabouts. 

When Ye Chen used his contract with Ye Xiu, Ye Chen began to feel Ye Xiu’s presence. 



Ye Xiu was currently in a very far north direction, Ye Chen didn’t know what Ye Xiu was doing in that far 

away place, Ye Chen had to go see Ye Xiu and take her home. 

"Hi hurry, let me go, I want to go somewhere" Ye Chen told Xing Mei to let go of himself, Ye Chen 

wanted to go to the place where Ye Xiu was. 

"I want to come" Xing Mei told Ye Chen that she wanted to come, Xing Mei wanted to follow wherever 

Ye Chen went. 

Being around Ye Chen could allow Xing Mei to gain a decent increase in strength, Xing Mei definitely 

wouldn’t let Ye Chen go away from her for a while. 

"It’s up to you, I’ll go find Little Xiu." Ye Chen knew that he wouldn’t be able to get away from this bad 

girl, it was better for Ye Chen to start ignoring Xing Mei and focus on looking for Ye Xiu. 

Without saying anything to Xing Mei, Ye Chen flew towards the north, himself going to the direction 

where Ye Xiu was. 

Xing Mei still clung to Ye Chen tightly, this woman was unwilling to let Ye Chen go. 

Ye Chen couldn’t help but fly while hugging Xing Mei, the two of them flew towards the north at 

lightning speed. 

It took Ye Chen and Xing Mei several hours to get to where Ye Xiu was currently. 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei even had to pass through a misty forest that made their vision blurry. 

"Geez, why is little Xiu in this place, isn’t there any place can she visit ?" Ye Chen started to wonder why 

Ye Xiu could be in a place like this. 

What was Ye Xiu doing in a place like this, Ye Chen became more and more curious about what Ye Xiu 

was doing in a place like this. 

Ye Chen could feel Ye Xiu’s presence not far from this place, it meant that Ye Xiu should be around this 

misty forest. 

"Ye Chen, is that woman you said Little Xiu in here?" Xing Mei asked if the woman Ye Chen was looking 

for was in this place or not. 

"I can feel her presence around here, so she should be around here" Ye Chen told Xing Mei that Ye Xiu 

should be around this place. 

The contract connection Ye Chen had with Ye Xiu was definitely accurate, there was no way Ye Xiu could 

run away or hide from Ye Chen. 

"What does a woman do in a mist place like this, does she have any abnormality by going to a place like 

this?" Xing Mei said to Ye Chen. 

"How do I know" Ye Chen also didn’t know why Ye Xiu went to a place like this, what Ye Xiu needed in a 

place like this. 



When Ye Chen was very close to where Ye Xiu was, Ye Chen discovered that there were several ancient 

buildings standing around this place, Ye Che did not expect that there was a village in the forest like this. 

Chapter 814 - Nine Tailed Fox Clan 

Ye Chen wanted to know why in a place like this there was a village, who would want to live in a forest 

full of mist like this. 

"Let’s get closer and see who lives in this place." Ye Chen invited Xing Mei to come closer and see who 

lived in a place like this. 

"Let’s see, I’m also curious about people who want to live in a place like this." Xing Mei also wanted to 

know who the people who lived in a place like this were Mist. 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei snuck closer towards the village, they hid and observed what was happening 

within the village. 

When Xing Mei snuck in closer, the two of them saw that in this village there were indeed people living 

in it. 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei could see that within this village there were several people with fox ears and tails 

fox who could be seen living around this place. 

"Hemm, could this be Demi Human’s residence?" Seeing this, Xing Mei began to suspect that this village 

was the residence of Demi Humans. 

It wouldn’t be strange if there were people living in a place like this, it turned out that they were Demi 

Humans. 

Demi Humans do live in a place far from human settlements, even in God Realm most Demi Humans live 

quite deep in dangerous forests. 

Only a few Demi Humans with strong strength dare to come out at will, those with strength will not be 

afraid when fighting humans. 

meanwhile weak humans are more likely to live in forests like this. 

"Is this nine-tailed fox race like little Xiu?" Ye Chen began to suspect that this place was most likely the 

home of Ye Xiu’s group of nine tailed foxes. 

It wouldn’t be strange if Ye Xiu disappeared for a few days, it turned out that Ye Xiu had gone to a place 

like this to meet the same race as herself. 

" What will you do now ?" Xing Mei asked what Ye Chen would do to the Demi Humans who were here. 

"I will stay focused on finding the whereabouts of Little Xiu, my main purpose for coming here is to find 

Little Xiu." Ye Chen told Xing Mei that he had come to look for Ye Xiu. 

For Demi Human matters, Ye Chen would not interfere too much, he did not want to disturb the peace 

of the Nine Tailed Fox Race that lives in this place. 



"Let’s go" Ye Chen invited Xing Mei to go find Ye Xiu, it just so happened that Ye Xiu was in one of the 

buildings in the village. 

"OK" Xing Mei immediately nodded to Ye Chen, she immediately followed Ye Chen to go see Ye Xiu. 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei started sneaking into the building where Ye Xiu was, when the two of them 

entered the building, Ye Chen and Xing Mei saw Ye Xiu sitting down and writing something. 

"Little Xiu, what are you doing?" Ye Chen appeared and asked what Ye Xiu was doing at the moment. 

Ye Xiu was quite surprised when she saw Ye Chen in front of her, she did not expect that Ye Chen would 

come to this place. 

"Master, what are you doing in this place?" Ye Xiu asked what was Ye Chen doing in this place. 

"What else can I do, it’s clear that I came here to look for you." Ye Chen told Ye Xiu that he had come 

here to look for Ye Xiu. 

"Looking for me?" Ye Xiu said confusedly. 

"Of course, you’ve been missing for several days, of course I’m worried about you." Ye Chen told Ye Xiu 

why he bothered to come here. 

Ye Xiu felt a warm feeling when she saw Ye Chen worrying about her, Ye Chen is such a good master, Ye 

Xiu felt proud because he could have a master like Ye Chen. 

"So what are you doing in this place?" Ye Chen asked back what Ye Xiu was doing in this place. 

Ye Xiu started explaining everything to Ye Chen, herself telling Ye Chen what he was doing in this place. 

It turned out that these were the remnants of clan the nine-tailed fox that was once led by Ye Xiu, the 

nine-tailed fox race currently in this village was only a few, at least the remnants of the nine-tailed fox 

race in the village were only around 30 a person with mostly kids in it. 

This number is very small when compared to the past that can reach over 500 nine-tailed foxes. 

"Then how do you find this place?" Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu’s way of finding this hidden place. 

"What a coincidence during the celebration of the founding of the royal family, I met one of the people 

who lived in this place, that’s why I got here" Ye Chen told Ye Chen how he got to this place. 

Ye Chen now understood, it’s only fitting that Ye Xiu disappeared for a few days, it turned out that this 

was the reason behind Ye Xiu’s disappearance for several days. 

"Then what are your plans now?, Are you going to live in this place?" Ye Chen asked if Ye Xiu would stay 

in this place forever. 

If that happened then Ye Chen would most likely let Ye Xiu get the freedom she wanted. 

This was Ye Xiu’s real home, Ye Chen didn’t want to force his ego to take Ye Xiu away from her own 

house. 



"No, I am no longer their Queen, they have determined a new leader who is more competent than me." 

Ye Xiu shook her head, she told Ye Chen if she is no longer the leader of the Nine-Tailed Fox Clan 

"If the people already have a new leader, then why don’t you just come back?" Ye Chen asked why Ye 

Xiu didn’t come back even though he already knew that these people already had a replacement for 

him. 

"That’s because, their existence is still under threat." Ye Xiu told Ye Chen that the existence of the nine-

tailed fox race in this village was still under threat. 

"Threatened, who is threatening them?" Ye Chen asked who was the person threatening the nine tailed 

fox race who was in this place. 

"According to the news that I have investigated and received, it is very likely that Shaolin and the Taoji 

sect are behind all of this. 

"They are also the ones who may have attacked and captured people from my Clan." Ye Xiu told Ye Chen 

about the findings she had been working on for some time at this place. 

"Why did the Shaolin and Taoji Sect do that, did you guys have grudges before?" Ye Chen asked the 

reason that could make these two powers do something like that to the Nine-Tailed Fox Clan. 

"Shaolin and the Sect Taoji are two places that hate Demi Humans, they consider Demi Humans to be 

evil spirits that must be caught and exterminated." Ye Xiu told Ye Chen was like what the Shaolin and 

Sect Taoji were like. 

Ye Chen started to rethink what Ye Xiu said, Shaolin and the Taoist Sect is indeed a place where people 

there are taught to fight against evil. 

Most likely Demi Humans like Ye Xiu and their race were considered to be evil demons who had to be 

exterminated and captured. 

Chapter 815 - Don't Get In My Way 

Xing Mei looked at Ye Xiu, herself looking at Ye Xiu’s double peak, Ye Xiu’s size made Xing Mei very 

jealous, why did she not have the same thing as Ye Xiu. 

"What’s little, it’s obvious that this woman is a Milf woman who has a good body." Xing Mei didn’t 

understand why Ye Chen called Ye Xiu little Xiu. 

According to Xing Mei, Ye Xiu was not a little girl, how could Ye Chen call a beautiful Milf woman with a 

fine body like Ye Xiu as Little Xiu, this was inconceivable for Xing Mei. 

"Is it possible that the people of the nine-tailed fox race are still being detained in the Shaolin and Taoji 

Sects?" Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu. 

"I also don’t know about this, I’m still finding out whether the people from Clan are the Nine-Tailed Fox 

still alive and being detained by Shaolin." Ye Xiu was still looking for an answer to this, she also wanted 

to know what she just asked by Ye Chen. 



"If you two want to know the answer, why don’t you go and find out at the Shaolin temple." Xing Mei 

told Ye Chen and Ye Xiu to go and find out the answer. 

"It’s not a bad idea, little Xiu how about we go and find out about it, I’ll help you sneak into Shaolin" Ye 

Chen offered Ye Xiu his own help, Ye Chen wanted to help Ye Xiu solve this problem. 

"Master, are you sure you want to interfere in matters of my Clan?" Ye Xiu asked if Ye Chen really 

wanted to interfere in the matter of the Nine-Tailed Fox Clan. 

"Of course, it’s still your family, how can I stay silent when I see something like this happen to your Clan 

members" Ye Chen said that he would definitely help Ye Xiu solve this problem. 

Ye Xiu felt very touched when she saw Ye Chen want to get involved in this matter, Ye Xiu was not 

wrong when she chose Ye Chen to be her master, Ye Chen was a person who was quite responsible and 

helped when the closest person was in trouble. 

"Thank you very much." Ye Xiu thanked Ye Chen, she was very happy to hear Ye Chen’s words . 

"Then let’s go right now, don’t waste any more time." Ye Chen invited Ye Xiu and Xing Mei to go to 

Shaolin and the Taoji Sect. 

Ye Xiu and Xing Mei nodded at Ye Chen, both of them agreed to leave right away. 

Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei immediately left this building, the two of them headed straight for Shaolin. 

"Oh yeah, where are the Shaolin and Taoji Sects located?" Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu where Shaolin was. 

Ye Chen didn’t know where the Shaolin temple was, so it wouldn’t be strange for Ye Chen to ask Ye Xiu’s 

whereabouts of Shaolin. 

"Shaolin and Tao Ji are to the east of this place, the location of Shaolin is quite far from this place." Ye 

Xiu told Ye Chen about the whereabouts of Shaolin and the Taoji Sect. 

"It’s good if the two of them are in the east direction, we don’t need to bother going there anymore." Ye 

Chen was happy to hear that Shaolin and the Taoji Sect were in the same place, that meant Ye Chen 

didn’t have to go back and forth to go to Shaolin and Taoji Sect. simultaneously. 

Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei were already getting ready to go to the Shaolin and Taoji Sect, when the 

three of them wanted to leave, someone suddenly appeared in front of Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei. 

The person who had just appeared was a middle-aged woman who was wearing a kimono just like Ye 

Xiu. 

"Ayaka, who are these people?" The middle aged woman immediately asked Ye Xiu about Ye Chen and 

Xing Mei’s identities. 

"Aunt Liyu, this is Ye Chen and Xing Mei, they are both my friends." Ye Xiu immediately tried to explain 

Ye Chen’s identity to a middle-aged woman. 

This middle aged woman’s name was Liyu, she was the one who had been taking care of Ye Xiu since she 

was a little girl. 



It could be said that this woman named Liyu was the closest person Ye Xiu had. 

"Oh so those two are your friends." Liyu looked at Ye Chen and Xing Mei, Liyu could see that Ye Chen 

and Ye Xiu were quite good people. 

With Liyu’s hundreds of years of experience, Liyu can easily spot good humans and bad humans. 

"My name is Liyu, nice to meet you two" Liyu greeted Ye Chen and Xing Mei, she looked very friendly to 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei. 

"Hello Aunt Liyu" Ye Chen and Xing Mei greeted Liyu, this middle-aged woman looks very friendly, Ye 

Chen and Xing Mei returned Liyu’s hospitality with their hospitality. 

"Ayaka, where are you going?" Liyu asked where Ye Xiu was going with Ye Chen and Xing Mei. 

"We want to go do something important." Ye Xiu answered Liyu’s question, but Ye Xiu didn’t seem to 

want to give details about what she would do together with Ye Chen and Xing Mei. 

"You don’t need to hide it from me, I already know what you might do." Liyu already knew what Ye Xiu 

was going to do, surely Ye Xiu wanted to find out whether a member of the nine-tailed fox race was 

alive or dead. 

"Aunt Liyu please don’t stop me, I want to know if they are still alive or not." Ye Xiu told Liyu not to stop 

herself from going to Shaolin to find out whether a member of the Nine-tailed Fox Race is still alive or 

not. 

"I won’t stop you from doing what you want, but I just want to warn you that Shaolin is a powerful 

force, it’s quite difficult for a Demi human like us to enter the Shaolin territory." Liyu tried to remind Ye 

Xiu that Demi Human was hard enough to leave to the Shaolin region. 

"Thank you for the warning you gave me, I will definitely be careful when I go there." Ye Xiu understood, 

she would be very careful when going to the Shaolin territory. 

"That’s great, I hope you come back safely." Liyu hoped that Ye Xiu could return safely. 

Ye Xiu nodded at Liyu, Ye Xiu would definitely return safely. 

"Let’s go" Ye Xiu invited Ye Chen and Xing Mei to go to the Shaolin territory. 

Before leaving, Ye Xiu didn’t forget to say goodbye to Liyu. 

"Stop, I guess where do you want to go?" When Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei were about to leave this 

village, there was someone who again stopped Ye Xiu from leaving. 

A young man suddenly came and blocked Ye Xiu, Ye Chen and Xing Mei’s path. 

The man who had just arrived looked quite handsome and dashing, this man also seemed to be of a 

nine-tailed fox race. 

"Nibi, don’t get in my way, I have some business that I have to finish." Ye Xiu immediately drove away 

the man who was blocking the road. 



The man blocking the path was named Nibi, he was the new leader of the nine-tailed fox Clan that Ye 

Xiu had previously told Ye Chen and Xing Mei. 

"I won’t leave until you answer my question." Nibi refused to go from Ye Xiu’s path, Nibi wanted to 

know where Ye Xiu was going. 

Chapter 816 - Ye Xiu Drove Nibi Away 

"Didn’t you hear what I said earlier, quickly get out of my way right now" Ye Xiu looked even more angry 

with this young man named Nibi. 

Nibi always clung to Ye Xiu’s side, this made Ye Xiu feel irritated whenever he met this person. 

That’s why Ye Xiu was currently trying to drive this man named Nibi out of her way, Ye Xiu didn’t want 

Nibi to get in her way. 

"I told you that I won’t step aside unless you tell me where you are going." Nibi still insisted on not going 

from Ye Xiu’s path, she wanted to know where Ye Xiu was going. 

"Didn’t you hear what Little Xiu just said, quickly get out of the way right now" Ye Chen shouted in a 

slightly loud voice, wanting this man to get out of the way. 

"Who are you? , And who is Little Xiu that you just mentioned earlier?" Nibi asked about Ye Chen’s 

identity and who Little Xiu was. 

Ye Xiu’s face turned slightly red when she heard what Ye Chen just said, Ye Chen’s call to her was quite 

embarrassing, this made Ye Xiu feel embarrassed. 

"Little Xiu is.. . "Before Ye Chen could finish his words, Ye Xiu used her tail to cover Ye Chen’s mouth so 

as not to say any further about this matter. 

It was quite embarrassing when Ye Chen called herself Little Xiu, as the former leader of the Nine-tailed 

Fox Clan, how could Ye Xiu let Ye Chen call herself this way. 

"Nibi quickly get out of my way, otherwise don’t blame me for getting you out of the way." Ye Xiu this 

time threatened Nibi to get out of her way. 

"As long as you don’t give me the answer I want, then I will never get out of the way." Nibi remained 

firm in his stance, this man was quite stubborn. 

"Then don’t blame me" Ye Xiu used her tail to attack Nibi who was blocking the path. 

Nibi used her two hands which had been strengthened with Profound Energy to fend off Ye Xiu’s 

attacks. 

Ni Bi is very confident in his abilities, he is very confident that he can fend off attacks from Ye Xiu. 

"Bam" very easily Nibi was flown by Ye Xiu, Nibi was flown tens of meters to hit several trees around 

here. 

Ye Xiu’s patience seemed to be at its limit, Ye Xiu was already quite angry when she saw Nibi constantly 

interfering with her affairs. 



Ye Xiu hated it the most when someone intervened in important matters that he wanted, even though 

Nibi was the new leader, but Nibi was not worthy to rule and interfere in the affairs he wanted to do. 

Nibi tried to get up from the ground, it could be seen that Nibi was currently looking quite in pain from 

the attack that Ye Xiu had just carried out. 

Nibi didn’t expect that Ye Xiu’s attacks would be that strong, Ni Bi had underestimated Ye Xiu’s strength 

too. 

"Ayaka, how can you attack me like that, I am the Clan leader of the nine-tailed fox, you shouldn’t do 

something like that." Nibi strongly protested when Ye Xiu attacked him. 

"I don’t care if you are the new Clan leader, you just got in my way, so don’t blame me for attacking 

you." Ye Xiu could easily answer Nibi. 

Previously Ye Xiu had warned Nibi not to get in her way, because Nibi was still wayward and refused Ye 

Xiu’s orders, Ye Xiu had no choice but to attack Nibi. 

"You." Nibi pointed at Ye Xiu, unexpectedly Ye Xiu didn’t care about his status. 

"Let’s go." Ye Xiu invited Ye Chen and Xing Mei to leave this place. 

Ye Chen and Xing Mei nodded, the two of them following behind Ye Xiu. 

Nibi tried to block Ye Xiu who wanted to leave, when Nibi moved a few inches from where he was 

standing, Ye Xiu used her tail to attack Nibi. 

Nibi was thrown back by Ye Xiu, this time Ye Xiu threw Nibi further than before. 

Liyu helplessly saw what Ye Xiu was doing to Nibi, Ye Xiu was too much in driving Nibi away from her 

path. 

"Let’s go" Ye Xiu hurriedly took Ye Chen and Xing Mei away from this place. 

If they didn’t hurry away from this place, Nibi would definitely continue to hinder them, which was why 

Ye Xiu immediately took Ye Chen and Xing Mei away from this place. 

Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei immediately headed towards the east, they headed towards Shaolin. 

Nibi took a little longer to stand up again, she was slightly injured by Ye Xiu’s attack, which was much 

stronger than before. 

When Nibi got up, she already found that Ye Xiu, Ye Chen and Xing Mei had left this place. 

" Where do they go ?" Nibi asked Liyu where Ye Xiu had gone. 

"Never mind, you won’t be able to catch up, forget what you want to do." Liyu told Nibi to give up his 

attempt to stop Ye Xiu from leaving this place. 

Liyu knew very well what Ye Xiu was like, if Ye Xiu had already decided something, then no one would be 

able to change Ye Xiu’s mindset even if it was Liyu. 



"Old granny, don’t act mysterious with me, quickly tell me where Ayaka went." Nibi still didn’t want to 

give up himself wanting to know where Ye Xiu went. 

"Well if you really want to know, right now Liyu is going to Shaolin to seek clues about the whereabouts 

of our nine tailed fox." Liyu finally told Nibi where Ye Xiu was going. 

" What ! ! , how can you let Ayaka go to a place like that, don’t you know the consequences of going to a 

place like that? " Nibi looked very angry and worried when he found out that Ye Xiu had gone to Shaolin 

to look for clues about the whereabouts of the nine-tailed fox. 

"Even if you know about this, you won’t be able to stop it, nothing can change her mindset." Liyu told 

Nibi that he wouldn’t be able to do many things if Ye Xiu had made up her mind. 

"Damn, I have to go after them." Nibi had to chase after Ye Xiu, he didn’t allow anything bad to happen 

to Ye Xiu. 

Actually Nibi had feelings for Ye Xiu, it had been a long time since Nibi liked Ye Xiu’s beauty. 

Unfortunately feelings were Nibi not responded to well by Ye Xiu, Ye Xiu didn’t have any feelings for Nibi 

at all. 

Therefore, even though Nibi tried to get close to Ye Xiu, Ye Xiu always drove Nibi away. 

Even though Nibi had become this strong, Nibi was still unable to attract interest from Ye Xiu. 

Ye Xiu had no interest in Nibi from the start, which was why whatever Nibi did was annoying to Ye Xiu. 

Nibi tried to chase Ye Xiu, herself trying to bring Ye Xiu back to this place, whatever happened Nibi didn’t 

want Ye Xiu to go to Shaolin to find out the truth about what happened. 

Liyu saw the departure of Nibi, this young man was really very stubborn, he really still forced his will, 

even though he already knew what the results would be like. 

Chapter 817 - Sneak Into Shaolin 

Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei immediately rushed towards Shaolin, the three of them used the full speed 

they could use to head towards Shaolin. 

"Little Xiu, those people called you Ayaka, is the real name you have is Ayaka?" Ye Chen wanted to know 

the real name Ye Xiu had. 

"Yes, your real name is Ayaka, master, what do you need to ask this?" Ye Xiu wanted to know why Ye 

Chen asked about something like this. 

"No, it’s just that I want to confirm your real name." Ye Chen said that he only wanted to know the real 

name Ye Xiu had. 

"Master, you can still call me Xiu as usual, I don’t mind the name you gave me." Ye Xiu said that she 

prefers Ye Chen to call herself the usual nickname Ye Chen often calls. 

According to Ye Xiu, it was a call that had stuck in Ye Xiu’s heart. 

"Oh yeah, I want to say something to you" Ye Xiu wanted to say something to Ye Chen. 



" What is that ?" Ye Chen immediately asked what Ye Xiu wanted to say to him. 

"Master, next time can you not add Little to my name, it makes me embarrassed" With an angry face, Ye 

Xiu started scolding Ye Chen who kept calling herself Little Xiu in front of other people. 

Ye Xiu was not small at all, she was a mature woman, so the nickname didn’t suit Ye Xiu at all. 

"Hehehe" Ye Chen just chuckled when Ye Xiu scolded himself. 

"Master, I’m serious here, don’t mess around anymore." Ye Xiu looked even more angry when she saw 

Ye Chen chuckling like that, it was clear that Ye Chen would definitely do something like that again in the 

future. 

"I’m used to calling you like that, for me you are the little Xiu I used to care for." Ye Chen was used to 

calling Ye Xiu Littel Xiu, so it might be difficult for Ye Chen to change that. 

Ye Xiu started reaching out her hand towards Ye Chen’s ear, Ye Xiu began to pull Ye Chen’s ear quite 

firmly. 

"Little Xiu how can you do this to your master, I will punish you for what you have done this time, Ouch.. 

. ., Ouch.. . ., don’t be too strong it hurts. "Ye Chen said to Ye Xiu who was pulling his ear. 

"Hempp" Ye Xiu’s just sniffed coldly, Ye Xiu looked quite angry because Ye Chen didn’t want to listen to 

what she said. 

Xing Mei could only see what Ye Chen and Ye Xiu were doing, according to Xing Mei, both of them 

looked like lovers who were flirting with each other. 

Xing Mei looked utterly helpless when she saw this, Ye Chen really had so many women by his side, this 

made Xing Mei a little dissatisfied when she saw beautiful women close to Ye Chen. 

"Wait a minute, why do I have to bother thinking about this man’s romance, my goal in his side is just to 

get benefits, so why would I bother thinking about this man romance?" Xing Mei immediately realized, 

why would she bother thinking about Ye Chen’s love story, there was no point in her thinking about such 

things. 

Xing Mei was with Ye Chen just to increase the strength of hers, Xing Mei had no other intention but to 

do that. 

Xing Mei did not want to admit that she felt jealous when she saw Ye Chen flirting with another woman, 

Xing Mei was quite confident in the appearance she had, but it seemed that Ye Chen didn’t have the 

slightest interest in getting close to Xing Mei. 

This made Xing Mei a little annoyed, how could Ye Chen never try to take an initiative on her, is she any 

less beautiful than a beautiful Milf like Ye Xiu?. 

Xing Mei looked at Ye Chen and Ye Xiu who were still flirting with each other. 

"Huft" Xing Mei could only sigh, she couldn’t do much about this matter, Xing Mei could only see Ye 

Chen and Ye Xiu flirting with each other like this. 



Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Xing Mei continued their journey to Shaolin, the three of them took a little longer to 

reach the Shaolin territory. 

The distance between the Village belonging to clan the nine-tailed fox and Shaolin was quite far, this 

made it take them longer to reach the Shaolin territory. 

"Is this Shaolin territory?" Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu if this was really a territory that was owned by Shaolin. 

"Yes, this is indeed the territory of Shaolin, if I’m not mistaken the Taoji Sect is also not far from this 

place." Ye Xiu told Ye Chen that they had entered the territory that was owned by Shaolin. 

This was the place that was said to be the holiest within the territory of the Kunlun Holy land, it was in 

this place that good people from all corners of the Kunlun Holy land gathered. 

"Then what are we waiting for, let’s sneak in and look for a clue." Ye Chen invited Ye Xiu and Xing Mei to 

sneak into Shaolin. 

"Master, the Shaolin guard is quite tight, maybe it will be a little difficult to sneak in there." Ye Xiu told 

Ye Chen that they might have a little trouble when they sneak into Shaolin. 

Shaolin is one of the forces controlling the Kunlun Holy Land, of course the guards they use around this 

place will definitely be very tight. 

"You don’t need to worry, leave the problem of sneaking to me, I am the expert when asked to sneak 

and look for something." Ye Chen began to boast of his abilities, Ye Chen was quite confident in 

sneaking, especially if it was sneaking and peeking at a woman who was bath :). 

Ye Xiu could only smile when she heard Ye Chen’s words, Ye Chen was too proud of his sneak skills. 

"Bah, you are too confident, do you think your sneak skill are already great?, Last time I remember 

catching you while sneaking" Xing Mei immediately strongly denied what Ye Chen had just said. 

Xing Mei did not believe in Ye Chen’s ability, at that time she could easily catch Ye Chen who was 

sneaking to find information from Hong Zim and Hong Yepu. 

"You don’t believe in my abilities? , Then let me show my abilities." Ye Chen was not satisfied when he 

saw Xing Mei underestimating himself. 

"Okay, I want to see what kind of ability you are." Xing Mei wanted to see the ability Ye Chen was very 

proud of. 

"Fine, I’ll show you how great sneak skills I have, you see and just wait here" Ye Chen will show off his 

abilities to the bad girl Xing Mei. 

Ye Chen immediately rushed into the Shaolin territory, himself immediately slipped into the territory 

belonging to Shaolin. 

"Master, wait a moment, I want to come with you." Ye Xiu said that she wanted to come along with Ye 

Chen into the territory belonging to Shaolin. 

Ye Xiu immediately caught up with Ye Chen, she was chasing after Ye Chen who had entered the Shaolin 

territory first. 



Xing Mei only saw Ye Chen and Ye Xiu’s departure, she did not immediately join Ye Chen and Ye Xiu who 

had already entered Shaolin. 

"Let’s see if you really have the ability or not." Xing Mei wanted to see if Ye Chen had the ability or not 

to sneak into Shaolin. 

later Xing Mei intends to follow behind Ye Chen and Ye Xiu, she will see the skills that Ye Chen was 

previously proud of, when Ye Chen made a mistake and was found by one of the people from Shaolin, 

then Xing Mei would immediately ridicule Ye Chen skills. 

Xing Mei was impatient when she saw Ye Chen’s unsightly face as she mocked Ye Chen’s skills. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu have now entered the Shaolin Territory, the Shaolin Territory is full of bald men who 

are mostly doing meditation to gain peace of mind and mind. 

The Shaolin cultivation technique requires a calm heart and a calm mind, which is why most people 

meditate in order to gain peace of mind and heart. 

"Looks like it will be easier than he thought." Ye Chen felt that sneaking into Shaolin would be easier to 

do. 

"Little Xiu, let’s go around this place to find the necessary clues." Ye Chen invited Ye Xiu to go and look 

for clues about the whereabouts of the demi humans who were captured by Shaolin. 

"OK" Ye Xiu nodded, herself quickly agreed with what Ye Chen just said. 

Their purpose for coming here is to find an information whether the nine tailed fox race is brackets in 

this place or not, to find this information, Ye Chen and Ye Xiu had to go around this place to find the 

information they needed. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu immediately went around this place, the two of them checking every place and room 

in Shaolin. 

As Ye Xiu said, the guard that was in the inner Shaolin region was getting tighter, there were several 

Shaolin disciples guarding around the important place. 

This made Ye Chen and Ye Xiu’s movements a little hindered, the two of them had to be a little careful 

so as not to be found by disciples who came from Shaolin. 

"Little Xiu be careful, don’t let these people find us." Ye Chen told Ye Xiu to be even more careful, Ye 

Chen didn’t want the two of them to be found by these people. 

"I understand, I will try to be more careful." Ye Xiu said that he would be even more careful, Ye Xiu 

didn’t want to be a burden to Ye Chen, that’s why Ye Xiu would try not to be found by people from 

Shaolin 

Chapter 818 - Secret Dungeon 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu continued to sneak towards the inner part of Shaolin. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu had searched countless numbers of rooms around this place, too bad the two of 

them found no sign of any Demi Human or Nine-Tailed Fox Race residing in this place. 



"Master, we’ve searched almost all over this place, but we still don’t find any signs of Human’s sake 

around this place, is it possible that Shaolin didn’t do that?" Ye Xiu said to Ye Chen that Shaolin might 

not do something like that. 

"Maybe they are hiding this in a place that is very hidden and unknown to anyone, let’s find out more 

details." Ye Chen did not just give up, he felt that there was something strange around this place. 

"Ye Chen was forced to use his God Eyes technique to search for hidden places they couldn’t find. 

By using his God Eyes technique, Ye Chen could see all the places in Shaolin very easily. 

Ye Chen could now see every corner that was in this Shaolin region. 

Ye Chen started looking around whether this place was a prison used to imprison Demi Humans or not. 

When Ye Chen searched every corner of the Shaolin area, he found that in a very remote corner there 

was a dungeon. 

Within this prison there are hundreds of Demi humans currently in prisons within this dungeon. 

"I found him" Ye Chen told Ye Xiu that he had found the existence of a prison that was used to imprison 

for humans. 

" Where ?" Ye Xiu immediately asked where Ye Chen found a place for demi humans in prison. 

"Come with me" Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu to come along with him to go to the dungeon he had just found. 

Ye Xiu immediately followed Ye Chen, he and Ye Chen immediately went to the dungeon. 

"little Xiu, The dungeon we are going to visit is very tightly guarded, we have no other choice but to 

paralyze these people" Ye Chen told Ye Xiu that the dungeon they were going to visit was full of 

enemies. 

To get inside Ye Chen and Ye Xiu had no choice but to cripple these guards. 

"I understand, I will help you take out these people." Ye Xiu would help Ye Chen knock out these guards. 

"Very good." Ye Chen nodded at Ye Xiu. 

Ye Chen immediately led Ye Xiu towards the entrance to the dungeon which was quite hidden. 

" are you ready ?" Ye Chen asked if Ye Xiu was ready to go to the dungeon they were going to. 

"I’m ready." Ye Xiu was ready at any time to go to the dungeon. 

Ye Chen nodded at Ye Xiu, himself taking Ye Xiu off to the dungeon. 

"Who is it ?" when Ye Chen and Ye Xiu just walked in, they were immediately stopped by the guards 

guarding this place. 

The guards guarding this place were a little strange, they weren’t like the people from Shaolin who had 

bald heads. 



Ye Chen guessed that these people were not from Shaolin, Shaolin always had bald heads, so these 

people were most likely not from Shaolin. 

"Little Xiu, let’s take them all down." Ye Chen asked Ye Xiu to take out these people. 

Ye Xiu nodded at Ye Chen, herself starting to go into battle mode to fight these people. 

"BAM.. ., BAM.. ., BAM.. ., BAM.. ., " Ye Chen and Ye Xiu started fighting against all guards that guarding 

this place, the two of them very easily paralyzed everyone in this place. 

Ye Chen fought these people barehanded, while Ye Xiu used her tail to fight these people. 

Ye Xiu still didn’t need the Chi Yin Hand Fan artifact, In order to fight these people, Ye Xiu could still 

easily win against these people by only using her tail which was like a spear that could pierce anything. 

In just a few moments, Ye Chen and Ye Xiu had finished tidying up the guards guarding this place, Ye 

Chen and Ye Xiu did it very neatly, both of them did not cause a fuss when fighting the guards from this 

dungeon. 

"Very good, they are easy to deal with." Ye Chen felt satisfied when the two of them didn’t have to 

cause a fuss when fighting these people. 

"Let’s see the Demi Humans who are detained in this place." Ye Chen invited Ye Xiu to see the Demi 

Humans who were detained in this place. 

" Let ’s see" Ye Xiu looked very excited when she answered Ye Chen’s words , she couldn’t wait to see 

who was detained in this place. 

Are among the Demi Humans detained in this place, are there any members of her Nine-Tailed Fox Clan. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu entered the main part of the dungeon, when the two of them entered the main 

section, Ye Chen and Ye Xiu saw an unsightly sight, they both saw the condition of the human being 

locked up in this place, the condition of the Demi Humans it looked terrible, their bodies looked shabby 

and covered with bruises everywhere. 

"How cruel." Ye Xiu looked very sorry when she saw this scene, Ye Xiu did not expect that Demi Human 

would be treated this badly by those people earlier. 

"You are absolutely right, those guys were really very cruel, they did cruel things to the Demi Humans 

who were here", Ye Chen had already seen the condition of the Demi Humans when he used God Eyes. 

So Ye Chen was no longer surprised when he saw the scene in this place. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu immediately look one by one face of which is owned by for the sake of the human 

being in this place. 

It just so happened that when Ye Chen and Ye Xiu were looking, the two of them found a nine-tailed fox 

who was very young. 

Seeing this, Ye Xiu immediately went to see who the young girl who was locked up in this place was. 



" Hello, are you okay?" Ye Xiu destroyed the cell where the young girl was being held, she immediately 

took the nine-tailed fox girl whose condition was quite dire. 

"You?" The nine-tailed fox girl immediately looked at Ye Xiu, feeling that she was a little acquainted with 

Ye Xiu. 

"Are you a leader of Clan the Nine-tailed Fox?" The nine-tailed fox girl immediately asked if Ye Xiu was 

the leader of the nine-tailed fox Clan . 

Ye Xiu immediately nodded, telling this girl that she was indeed the leader of the Nine-Tailed Fox Clan . 

"Thank God, I heard from mom and dad, they said that the Clan leader will definitely come save us all." 

nine-tailed fox girl said to Ye Xiu with a smile full of hope. 

Ye Xiu almost cried when she saw the words that the nine-tailed fox girl in front of her had just spoken, 

Ye Xiu could feel that this girl was the daughter of a member of the nine-tailed fox Clan that she once 

led. 

"I’ve been here, from now on, I will save all of you from the hands of these cruel people." Ye Xiu 

promised that he would protect the nine-tailed fox girl from evil people, Ye Xiu would not let anything 

bad happen to this little girl. 

Chapter 819 - Little Girl Qiqi 

"Little girl where are your mother and father now?" Ye Chen asked the whereabouts of the nine-tailed 

fox girl’s father and mother, Ye Chen wanted to know the whereabouts of the nine-tailed fox girl’s 

parents. 

"Father and mother were taken by bad people to a place, I don’t know where they took father and my 

mother to go." The nine-tailed fox girl did not know where her mother and father were right now. 

"I see." Ye Chen nodded at the nine-tailed fox girl, it seemed that the nine-tailed fox girl didn’t know 

anything about this matter. 

"Oh yeah, what’s your name, I don’t know your name yet" Ye Xiu asked the name of the little girl in front 

of her. 

"My name is Qiqi," the nine-tailed fox girl told Ye Chen and Ye Xiu her name. 

"Qiqi, so your name is Qiqi, my name is Ye Xiu, and the man beside me is Ye Chen." Ye Xiu introduced 

herself and Ye Chen to the little girl in front of her. 

Qiqi nodded, she began to remember Ye Chen and Ye Xiu names. 

"Little Xiu, let’s find the rest of the people from your Clan." Ye Chen invited Ye Xiu to search for 

existence people from Ye Xiu’s Clan. 

"ok let’s go" Ye Xiu nodded at Ye Chen, she also wanted to find the existence people from her Clan. 

"Qiqi, let’s come with us out of this place." Ye Xiu invited Qiqi to go out of this place. 



"But father and mother?" Qiqi is still thinking about her father and mother, maybe her father and 

mother will come back later. 

"Qiqi, you don’t need to worry, we will try to find the whereabouts of your father and mother, now you 

just come with us" Ye Chen tried to persuade Qiqi to come along with the two of them to leave this 

place, this place is not suitable for small girls like Qiqi. 

"Ye Chen’s brother, you won’t lie to help me find my mother and father?" Qiqi asked Ye Chen with a 

face full of hope. 

"You don’t need to worry, I will never lie to a cute little girl like you." Ye Chen would not lie to Qiqi, he 

would definitely help find the whereabouts of Qiqi’s parents. 

After being persuaded by Ye Chen, Qiqi finally agreed to join Ye Chen and Ye Xiu. 

Before taking Qiqi away, Ye Chen gave a healing pill to lighten Qiqi’s wounds. 

Qiqi looks a little difficult when told to eat the medicine given by Ye Chen, Ye Chen can’t help but trick 

this little girl into wanting to eat healing medicine. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu took Qiqi to leave her cell, the two of them returned to look for the remaining 

members nine-tailed fox Clan who might still be in this place. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu had already wandered around this place, but neither of them found any sign of the 

nine-tailed fox on the spot. 

"Looks like there are no nine-tailed foxes in this place." Ye Chen said to Ye Xiu that in this place there are 

no more signs of a nine-tailed fox, here only exist for the sake of low ranking humans, apart from Qiqi 

there are no more nine-tailed fox in this place. 

"Do you think those people imprisoned them elsewhere?" Ye Xiu began to suspect that these people 

were imprisoning the nine-tailed fox elsewhere. 

"That might be the case, you know for yourself that the nine-tailed fox is something very special, surely 

these people are imprisoning them somewhere else." Ye Chen told Ye Xiu about the possibility that this 

could happen. 

"If that’s the case then we have no choice but to find out another location used to imprison nine-tailed 

fox" Ye Xiu said that she intended to find out the location of the dungeon used to imprison nine-tailed 

fox 

Qiqi looked very confused by what Ye Chen and Ye Xiu said, she didn’t understand what Ye Chen and Ye 

Xiu were talking about. 

"Little Xiu, there are some people who are coming here." Ye Chen warned Ye Xiu that several people 

were coming here. 

"Then let’s hide." Ye Xiu invited Ye Chen to hide somewhere. 



"We really have to hide and find a hiding place that we can use to monitor the people who will come to 

this place." Ye Chen already had his own ideas for overcoming this, he intends to watch over people who 

are heading to this dungeon. 

From the energy emitted by the people outside, Ye Chen could confirm that the people outside had a 

fairly high cultivation base. 

It must have been that the person who was heading to this place was one of the higher ups of the group 

of people who had imprisoned these demi humans. 

Ye Chen, Ye Xiu and Qiqi were looking for a hiding place that they could use to hide, it just so happened 

that Ye Chen found a very suitable place to hide while watching what the people who would come to 

this place were doing. 

"This is a suitable place, we can keep an eye on the people who will come here." Ye Chen told Ye Xiu 

that this place was the most suitable place to hide. 

Ye Xiu nodded at Ye Chen, what Ye Chen said was true, this place is a very good place to keep an eye on 

these people. 

"Ye Chen’s older brother, Ye Xiu’s older sister, why are we hiding in this place? " Qiqi asked why Ye Chen 

and Ye Xiu had to hide in a place like this. 

"Qiqi, we were hiding from the bad guys who might catch you, therefore you should not speak so we do 

not get caught" Ye Chen told Qiqi not to ask many more questions. 

Hearing what Ye Chen just said, Qiqi immediately covered her mouth with her hand, she trying not to 

make an sound unwanted. 

Ye Chen smiled when he saw that this little girl was so obedient to himself, it was quite easy to trick a 

little girl like Qiqi. 

A while later there were several people who entered this dungeon, there were a total of 5 people who 

entered here, one of them looked like people from Shaolin, while the other 4 were visible from outside. 

When the five people entered the dungeon, they saw an unexpected thing, the guards guarding this 

place were lying on the floor and unconscious. 

" What’s going on here ?" the Shaolin man said in a very loud voice, he wanted to know what was going 

on in this place. 

Why did the guards guarding this place fall unconscious like this, what just happened when he wasn’t 

here? 

"Quickly check if any prisoners have escaped from this place" the Shaolin man said to the two people 

behind him, he wanted the two people behind him to go check whether any prisoners had escaped from 

this place. 

The two people behind the Shaolin man immediately went to check all the cells in this dungeon. 

When the two of them checked all the cells in this place, the two found that one cell was empty. 



Seeing that the cells were empty, the two of them immediately went to report to the Shaolin man. 

Chapter 820 - Seek Information From Tai Peng 

"boss , we found that one prisoner managed to escape from this place." The two men reported their 

findings to the Shaolin men. 

"What, who escaped prisoner, quickly tell me" the Shaolin man said to the two people in front of him. 

"Boss, the prisoner who escaped was a nine-tailed fox girl," one man said to Shaolin men. 

"What, the nine tailed fox girl escaped, how could you let that happen?" The man from Shaolin looked 

very angry when he heard this news. 

He even started tugging at the collars belonging to the two men who had just reported what had 

happened. 

"Mister Tai Peng, what does this mean?" one of the guys in pretty decent clothes asked the Shaolin 

Man. 

The name of the Shaolin man turned out to be Tai Peng, this man was one of the people who take care 

this dungeon. 

"Mister Ming Tu, please calm down, this is just a very small matter, soon you will definitely get the Nine-

tailed Fox Race you want." Tai Peng tried to calm the man named Ming Tu. 

"Mister Tai Peng, I came here to buy a nine-tailed fox race, how can you not have what I’m looking for." 

Ming Tu was angry with Tai Peng who had tricked him, 

"Mr. Ming Tu, please calm down, I will definitely give you what you need. you want it as soon as 

possible. "Tai Peng looked quite panicked when he saw the rich man Ming Tu angry and dissatisfied 

when he found out that the nine-tailed fox girl he wanted to buy was missing. 

"I’ve paid a high price to you, if I don’t get what I want, then don’t blame me for taking my Profound 

Crystal from you." Ming Tu threatened to withdraw his Profound Crystal if Tai Peng didn’t immediately 

give him what he wanted. 

"Mister Ming Tu, please don’t do it, we have formed an agreement, don’t let this agreement just 

crumble." Tai Peng tried to persuade the angry Ming Tu. 

"I don’t care about that, I only want the nine-tailed fox race, if by tomorrow I don’t get what I want, then 

I will cancel this transaction." Ming Tu told Tai Peng to immediately find a replacement for the item he 

had bought. 

"Fine, I’ll do it" Tai Peng said that he would immediately find the nine-tailed fox race that Ming Tu 

wanted. 

After warning Tai Peng, Ming Tu immediately left this dungeon. 

"Damn" Tai Peng cursed very loudly, he was furious when he found out that a big deal would fail like 

this. 



"Boss, what should we do, should we take a new one?" Tai Peng’s men asked them what to do. 

"We don’t have time to train new ones, we have to search for the little fox gril’s existence." Tai Peng 

didn’t have time to train the new nine-tailed fox, the time he had was so short, he didn’t have time to 

train the nine-tailed fox obedient like Qiqi. 

"You all quickly wake up the people fainted, after that invite them to look for the whereabouts of the 

person who has taken my nine-tailed fox girl, make sure not to make a mess around the Shaolin area" 

Tai Peng ordered his men to go find the person who had taken Qiqi. 

"Okay boss, we will go soon." Tai Peng’s men were very swift to do what Tai Peng ordered. 

The two of them immediately tried to wake up the people who had previously been defeated by Ye 

Chen and Ye Xiu. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu listened to the conversation that Tai Peng and Ming Tu had from the beginning. 

"little Xiu , it turns out the people selling the sake of human to be made slaves" Ye Chen said to Ye Xiu. 

This discovery made Ye Chen quite surprised, it was unexpected that people from Shaolin would carry 

out slave transactions like this. 

Ye Chen may only briefly interact with Shaolin disciples in martial competitions, but Ye Chen was sure 

that the Shaolin students he fought had good hearts and good character too. 

Now Ye Chen can see another face that the people from Shaolin have. 

"Master, I also did not expect that something like this would exist in the Shaolin territory, it seems that 

there are some Shaolin members involved in this matter." Ye Xiu began to draw a conclusion from what 

she had just seen. 

The Shaolin man called Tai Peng was trying to sell Qiqi for some Profound Crystals, and strangely enough 

a place like this actually existed in a Shaolin region that was quite clean of all sorts for human sake. 

"That’s for sure, otherwise how could this person build a very secret dungeon like this." Ye Chen agreed 

with what Ye Xiu said, there must be a few more people from Shaolin who were involved in this matter. 

"Little Xiu, you must have heard those conversations earlier, right? They said that if they still have stock 

for other nine-tailed foxes, there must be a prison that is still bigger than this place." Ye Chen said to Ye 

Xiu who was in beside him. 

"You’re absolutely right, there must be a hidden prison much bigger than this place, master, how about 

we find out that location from this guy?" Ye Xiu advised Ye Chen to seek information from this man 

named Tai Peng. 

"I was just about to say it like that, let’s find information from this person" Ye Chen told Ye Xiu that the 

two of them could get more accurate information from Tai Peng. 

"Qiqi, you wait here for a moment, older sister and Ye Chen will seek information on the whereabouts of 

your father and mother from that person." Before leaving, Ye Xiu said to Qiqi who was beside her. 



Qiqi immediately nodded at Ye Xiu, Qiqi was a pretty obedient girl, she always listened to Ye Chen and 

Ye Xiu’s words. 

As Tai Peng previously said, Tai Peng had trained Qiqi, so it wasn’t strange that Qiqi was so obedient to 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu’s words. 

Ye Chen and Ye Xiu immediately headed towards Tai Peng, Ye Xiu immediately used her white tail to 

wrap around Tai Peng’s neck. 

Tai Peng was completely unprepared for the attack coming from Ye Xiu, he was easily ensnared by Ye 

Xiu’s extremely powerful tail. 

"Who is it, hurry and let me go" with a face that is slightly in pain, Tai Peng tried to speak to the person 

who had his neck tangle. 

"You do not need to know who we are, we came here just want to know where you imprison the other 

nine-tailed fox" Ye Chen didn’t want to waste words on Tai Peng, himself immediately inquired about 

the whereabouts of the nine-tailed fox that was caged by Tai Peng. 

"I will not tell you about it" Tai Peng immediately balked at notifying the existence of the nine-tailed fox 

he had mentioned earlier. 

"So you really want a bit of a harsh way of speaking, then we have to use a little force here, little Xiu you 

know what to do." Ye Chen said to Ye Xiu who was beside him. 

Ye Xiu naturally knew what he had to do, Ye Xiu started tightening her tail around Tai Peng’s neck. 

When Ye Xiu’s tail became tight, Tai Peng started to find it difficult to breathe, Tai Peng’s face started to 

turn blue like he was running out of oxygen. 

 


